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1. - INTRODUCTION. -

In this paper we review what we have learned on nuclei with two probes available to explore 
nuclear structure with electrorrn gnetic interaction: real photons and electrons, We will foc us our 
attention essentially on some of the most recent results and we will have no pretense of being coIIL. 
plete . 

The electromagnetic interaction is of course well understood and does not perturb too lnuch 
the system under investigation (the electromagnetic coupling constant being e 2/hc = 1/137). 

The first experiments in this field go back to the beginning of the fifties and were perfonned 
with the bremsstrahlung from electron accelerators(1}: betatrons with energies in the range 20 -70 
MeV and synchrotrons in the range up to 350 MeV. The main drawback was the very tiny intensity 
of the electron current (a fraction of t-tA) together with the unfavourable feature of the bremsstrah
lung energy spectrum, i. e. to be continuous . 

Nevertheless outstanding results were obtained: fundamental among them the discovery of 
the giant dipole resonance, whose energy was determined to be EGDR ~ 70 - 80 A -1/3 MeV. 

Next the linear accelerators of el ectrons (notably the oneS of Stanford and Sac lay) came into 
play(2). These machines, in spite of the modest intensity (10- 7 - 10- 6 amp) and the poor energy re
solution (Llp/p :> 10- 2), made it possible a first determination of the nuclear charge distribution. 

The best fit to the experimental data was obtained with the following expression for the cha!. 
ge density: 

p(r) = 
exp[(r - R)/a] + 1 

(1) 

Even if none of the parameters entering into (1) is amenable to a direct theoretical evaluation, defi
nite evidence for a finite surface thickness (a) and. less so, for a central depression (w) was provi 
ded. 

In spite of these remarkable achievements it is to be noticed that some of the results of the 
photonuclear reactions. e. g. those of the ('Y. p) reaction, can be obtained with high precision in the 
inverse process (P. -y) which is of course not plagued by the continuous bremsstrahlung spectrum, 
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Furthermore the advantage of the electromagnetic interactionJ nalnely of not disturbing 
too much the system, has its counterpart in the s lnallnes5 of the electromagnetic cross sections 
of s i gnificance to nuclear structure. In fac t they are in general 10- 2 .;. 10-4 tinles smaller than the 
strong interaction cross sections, 

In our survey we will follow the customary classification (see F i g. 1) of electron Beatte.!: 
ing expe riments : 

a) elastic scattering; 
b) inelastic scattering from collective levels (including rotational levels in deformed nuclei) ; 
c ) "quas i- el astic I' peak; 
d) coinc id enc e experiments of the (e, e 'p) type (exc lusive reactions). 

h.==-,~ 
w- cq 

a b c d 

PIG. 1 - A schelnati c double differential cross section for electron scatte ring at fi xed 
lTIOmentum transfer. One can see t he elastic peak {a}, the excitation of collective levels 
(b), the quasi - el astic peak (c), and the beginning of the pion production (d). 

Conce rning the photons a possible classification on the energy scal e is (Fig, 2): 

a) up to the giant resonances; 
b) up to the m esonic threshold; 
c) above the Inesonic threshold, 

u'Y,abs 

, li ", 
pion threshold 

FIG . 2 _ Schematic illustration of the l' - photoabsorption cross section. Also shown t he 
hypothetical specific contribution of the various multipoles (taken from ref. (10), p. 280). 
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2. - ELECTRON SCATTERING.-

The four-momentum ql-l = (q, w Ie) of the virtual photons carrying the electrornag~tic in
teraction is space-like; therefore the electron scattering experiments are confined in the region 
q ~ CtI Ie in the (mJ q) plane. In other words any mornentuln greater than 00 Ie can be transferred 
for a given (J). On the other hand the photodisintegration experiments lie on the straight line ill = 

= cq (c speed of light). 

It is of importance to realize that the nuclear system responds to a fixed transfer of ener
gy over a large interval of momenta because of its finite size. However also an infinite system 
can give an inelastic single particle response over an interval of momenta (providing the Fermi 
momentum kF has a finite value). These points will be further illustrated In the following. 

As a final point let us recall the well .. known Lorentz condition: 

" ... ... 
q Ar = q A - q' A = 0 (2) 

f1 0 0 

(Af.1 being the electrOlnagnetic four-potential), which assures the gauge invariance of the theory. In 
the Coulomb gauge (Ao = 0) the transversality of the field of real photons follow s immediately. Not 
so in the case of the field created by electrons where such a gauge is incompatible with the field 
equation 0 Ao = - 41Tjo (jo is the time component of the electron four-current density). Therefore 
the field of virtual photons will contain also a longitudinal component, which is the only one effec"!! 
ve in the elastic scattering off spin zero nuclei (lnonopole interaction). 

2,1. - Elastic scatte ring. 

A great deal of experimental work has bee n done recently in the field of elastic scattering 
of electrons, Perhapr, the most exciting result is that the experiments at very large InomentUlU 
transfer(3) (q 'i!> 2.5 fro-I) seem to require an oscillating component in the nuclear charge distrib~ 
tion. 

From the theoretical vi ewpoint the shell model predicts indeed the existence of quantum 
oscillations in the charge density with wavelength(4) : 

2 .31 fm . 

We recall that in the frame of the shell rnodel the charge density is given by: 

p(r) = 1 j .... lim - G(r ro.E)dE 
2Tri. r " 

r'~1 

where the one-body Green's function is : 

Q) cp.(7) cp"'(7') 

( 3) 

(4) 

.... 
G(r, r';E) = 

1 1 

E-E. 
1 

(5) 

i= 1 

~ 

in terms of the single particle energies c5 i and wave functions l}Ji(r). The integration in (4) is pe!:, 
formed along a path r in the cOluplex energy plane which encloses the single particle proton eige!!, 
values (Fig. 3) up to the Fermi surface . 

For systems large enough, it can be shown utilizing (4) and (5) that: 

a) only the single particle states of the last shell contribute to the oscillations in the density; 
b) the oscillations are daluped. as one proceeds in the internal re gion, by an inverse power law, 

' l Q • 
vO ' JI, 
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FIG . 4 - Negelets theoretical curve for the 
scattering of 500 MeV electrons by 208pb(5) 

10· 

10·' 

FIG. 3 - Path of integration I in. the 
complex energy pl;me ~ of equation (4). 
The crosses on the real axis are th e 
single particle proton eigenvalues , 

In t he s pecific case of Pb2 08 the 
D . D . 11. Ii' . (Density Derendent Hartre0 
Fock) theory of Negele 5) is s .. :ccessfulln 
reproducing the eXperill1kJ11' i.] I ' 0 f "ll"'r 
tron scattering (sec Pig . 4) flS well as those 
of !J.-m.csic atoms . The corresponding 
charge density is ChDXo.cterized by a ce~ 
tl' al nlaximlllTI cluE' t o the 35 1 / 2 prolon 
single par'licle state in the In.::;t shell of 
Pb20S (Fig. 5). 

~ (fm~) 

Another picture of the density os c il 
lallons in fini{c systems is the one due Lo 
Hroglia et al. 6}, They view the surface of 
Pb208 as a source of density w:\vcS prop~ 
gaLing ins id e th e sys tem SilKC the loss of 
translational invar iance associated with 
the surface implies a perturbation of the 
density (at lE'ast in the neighborhood of the 
ilnpurit:-v ). 

The occurencc of such static waves 
in finite nuclei may be thought r)f in cannes:. 
tion with the existence, in the ;;;pcctX'unl of 

1.0 

0 .8 

0.6 

OA 

0.2 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 rOm) 

r, IG . 5 _ Charge dens ity, of 208pb according 
to tIle Negele ' s theory(O). 
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infinite nuclear matter, of excitations with vanishing energy. 

In normal (as oPPosite to superfluid) iniinite nuclear matter one may recognize the existe~ 
ce of two types of such excitations: 

a) single particle-hole states with zero energy, and momentum between 0 and 2kF (corresponding 
ly 'fT/kF $, A < (0); 

b) collective states (zero sound) with complex momentum in analogy to the "rotan" excitations in 
liquid 4He , 

A detailed analysis carried out in Pb208, 10°,-_2""0,,;',, __ ,,4"'cfe-___ u,"O"-' ___ -'6'T0"-'_---,10 .. 
considering only excitations of second type, ~. (r'\ 
permits a good account of the elastic electron dO ir, 
scattering data put for the largest momentum 
transfers (Fig, 6). The corresponding charge 
density is displayed in Fig, 7 where it is Seen 
that the static waveS associated with the colle£ 
tive excitations are characterized by large wa
velength (~ 6, 5 fm) and exponential damping, 

Inclusion of single particle -hole exci
tations of type (a) is likely to bring agreement 
between theory and experiment, 

To conclude this section we consider 
the elastic scattering of electrons of.f an infi
nite system. 

In the crude Born approximation the 
elastic scattering amplitude is given by: 

1 • r ..... J .+ -
F = e q p(r) dr = 

el 

3 il (qR) 
= 4"p R 

a qR 

( 6) 

10' 

Pb~ 

500McV 

10' 

10~ 

FIG, 6 - Theoretical curve by Broglia et al, 
for th~ ~cattering of 500 MeV elect rons by 
208Pb\6). 

0.5 

2 3 4 5 • 8 

•... 0 ". 
00"" 

FIG, 7 _ Charge density of 208pb 
according to the theory of Broglia 
et al,(6), 

rOm) 
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for a finite system of spin z~:to~ c onstant charge density Po and radius R (h (qR) is the spherical 
Bessel function of order I), Letting R . ...,. 00 (and thus Po = 3z/4TTR3 ~ 0) but at the same time 
q .... 0 in such a way that qR->- 0, one gets: 

3 Z 1· jJg!jl 
1f 1m 2 

qR...,. 0 (qR) 
(7) 

Therefore for an infinitely dilute, uniform system of Z charges the pattern of the elastic form fac 
tor as a function of q will simply be an extremely narrow peak in the origin, -

In other words, in order to explore a very large system, an electron should emit a virtual 
photon with infinite wavelength, i, e, with q = 0, 

2.2. - Inelastic scattering from discrete levels , 

One of the exciting recent findings has been the determination of quadrupole giant resonances 
in the isoscalar as well as in the isovector channel(7). 

The experimental results for some nuclei are reported in Table I. Also quote d are the esti .. 
mates of Bohr and Motlelson(8) : 

a) lsoscalar ( -r: = 0) 

Nucleus 

Zr
90 

Ce
l40 

Au
l97 

Pb
20B 

b) lsovector ( • = 1) 

Nucleus 

Zr
90 

Pb
208 

T=I <::: 135 A- 1/3 MeV, EQ 

TABLE I 

( 8) 

Giant Quadrupole Resonances 

Energy (MeV) 

14 . 0 

12. o + O. I 

11.2 + 0.1 

10. 5+0.2 

Energy (MeV) 

27 

22 

'Ft (MeV) 

4.8+0.6 

2.8+0.3 

3.3+0.5 

-3 

r
t 

(MeV) 

? 

? 

Bohr- Mottelson estimate 

13. 39 

11. 84 

10. 31 

10. 13 

Bohr-Mottelson estimate' 

30. 12 

22. 19 

The values (8) follow from the c ondition of self - cons istency between the oscillations in the 
average potential felt by a nucleon in the nucleus and the oscillations induced in the nucleonic de!!, 
sity by the external el ectromagnetic field, 

From a micr.oscopic viewpoint these collective J1T = 2+ 't" = 1 and -r; = a states are built out 
of particle -hole elementary excitations between orbits that are two m ajor shells a part (L1N = 2) : 
the coherent collective states being gener ated by the residual interaction between the nucleons , 

Alternatively the particle -hole interactior. (repulsive in the isovector and attractive in the 
isoscalar channel) can be viewed as a deformation of the static average single particle potential. 
The collective excitations (in particular the quadrupole ones) correspond then to the normal mo
des determined by the condition of self-consistency previously mentioned. 
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other types of quadrupole collective states in nuclei are those associated with particle-hole 
excitations within a major shen (LIN = 0) i, e, between the orbits in the unfilled shells , In defor
med nuclei these excitations provide the basis for the microscopic description of the nuclear ro~ 
tational degree of freedom. 

Bertozzi et .1 ,(9) at MIT have measured the indastic form factors from the I" = 0+, 2+,4+ 
rotalionallevels of Sm152 , Sm154, Er166, Yb l 7B, These experiments are on the forefront of 
nuclear physics being on the linlit of the energy resolution of the electron beams. However no 
other tool can provide a better control of the nuclear collective model which writes the wavefun£.... 
tions of the nuclear rotational states as follows: 

( 9) 

where. as it is well known, the ~ ~ K(.Q}; the Wigner functions. describe the "collective" mo
tion, while X (q) describes the "intrirlsic " one. 

Since X (q) "should Tl be the same for all the levels of a rotational band, it is reasonnable to 
expect well defined relationship between the inelastic ferm faders for the excitations of the diffe
rent members of the band and the elastic form factor. Departures from these rules would provide 
most interesting microscopic informations on the breakdown of the adi abatic hypothesis. Of cou!. 
Be this is expected to occur for spin values higher than the ones investigated till now and this ap
pears very challenging from the experimental point of view, 

As a further point we like to Inention that the very low excitation energy of the rotational st~ 
tes makes them the best candidates for an investig~ 
tion of the so called "dispersive corrections I! to the 
nuclear el astic e l ectron scattering. These long in
quired corrections are shown diagrammatically in 
Fig, 8, 

In conclusion we wish to explore the inelastic 
scattering of electrons off collective nuclear levels 
in the limit of infinite size as we did for the elastic 
electron scattering, This is most eas ily done in the 
frame of the nuclear hydrodynamical model which 
views the so called giant resonances as the normal 
modes of vibrations in a vessel of two interpenetra.! 
ing fluids (the protons and the ne utrons). 

These collective modrs arc cr~Dted and anni 
hilated by the operators q+ n) and q n in terms of 
which the IIcollective variJmes ll 9f ttl~ giant reSo
nance states (with frequencies !Ol{n) are so defined: 

(n) _ 11 
qlm - Y 

(n) 
the constants BI being: 

1'1 

The fluctuations of the density: 

1) (~, t) = A 
Z 

m z 
-P N 0 

P (7, t) 
p - I 
Po 

.', 0 f,) ..lOu 

Ki 

IN'> rotational level 

FIG. 8 - Non-static second orner contr..!. 
bution to the elastic electron-nucleus 
scattering. 

(10) 

(10' ) 

+ I (11) 
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(pp(r. t) and PN(l, t) being the proton and the neutron time-dependent densities} associated with 
the nuclear vibrations are then expanded in multipoles as follows: 

co 00 +1 

'1 Cr, t) l: l: 
n=1 1=0 

l: (_ I)m (n) '1 (11) (1; t) 
QI- l'1 1m 

m=-l 

Bach multipole component obeys the equation(10): 

2 n 2 (n) (~ t ) _ 
U y 1}lm r, 

02'1 (n) (1 t) 
lIn I 

whose solution is : 

'1 i~ ct, t) 

(n) 
The Kl are fixed by the boundary condition: 

. (K(n) ) 
aJI I r 

ar 

R being the radill s of the system, 

r=R 

The normalization condition gives: 

1 

o , 

I 

= 0 

(11') 

(12) 

(13) 

(13' ) 

(1 3" ) 

Since equation (12) does not contain any mechanism for dispersion the energies of the vibr~ 
tiona! modes are linear in the mOlnentUlu (llphononstr): 

1i (11) = ~ I«n) 
WI Un 1 (14) 

The speed of sound u characterizes the velocity of spreading of a density fluctuation in the 
nucleus and is presently not known. As an orientation onc can take: 

! 4\) ZN 
_ syronl 

tI-C 22 I 

mc A 
(14' ) 

bs mm being the coefficient of the symmetry energy in the semiernpiric?:l mass formula of Bethe
-WeizsHcker (~50 MeV). With N=Z=A/2 one gets u = (bsymm/mc2)1/2 "'0,23 c, Observe that 
the estimate (14') for u is close to the value of the Fermi velocity vI' =1i.k F /m = 0,29 c, 

In Born approxinlation the inelastic form factor for the excitation of a vibration with quan
tum numbers 1 and m is : 

1 (21 + I) 

V
I 1(1+1) 

- (n)2 2 
KI R 

00~ 

R 

I f 2d . ( )' ( (n) ) ? x x JI qx JI Kl x 

o 
(15) 
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For a very large system all the multipolarities will lie on a continuous line (x) in the energy vs. 
momentum plane (if we neglect the degrees of freedom associated with spin and isospin) : there
fore in (14) and (15) the index liP' will be redundant and lin" will becOlne a continuous one, naln~ 
ly k itself, 

In this case the inelastic form factor becomes: 

I (21+ 1) 1 
2 

(qR) 
(15 ' ) 

which shows again that an infinitely large system responds collectively to an external electro
magnetic pr obe with only one q for a given OJ, 

Note also that even if a finite system responds to an ener gy transfer w with any q role, 
in the (OJ. q) pl ane the collective response is maximum on the straight line OJ = uq (see eq, (1 5)), 

2.3, - Quasi -elastic scattering. 

Let us now deal with the so called quasi-elastic peak, the common interpretation of which 
is based on a direct interaction of the incident electron with a single nucleon bound in the nuclear 
structure. 

Thi s view is supported by the comparison between the mean interparticle distance in real 
nuclei (about 1,7 - I, 8 fm) and the wavelength of a virtual photon emitted by a 500 MeV electron 
scattered at Q ~ 600 (typical experirre ntal condition). Ignoring surface effects, the situation is 
typical of infinite nuclear matter. 

In Born approximation the corresponding graph is the one illustrated in Fig. 9. 

1\ij 

FIG, 9 - Typical graph of the qu~ 
si-elastic process (in Born appr,2. 
ximation) : p. and PI are the initial 

1 _ 

and final proton momenta, l1Ki and 

- -"1lKf those of the electron and 1\q 
the transfer momentum. 

gy: 
From the conservation laws of momentum and ener 

"' K. 
1 

~ ..,. 
p, +1\q 

1 

cK
i 

= cK
f 

+1\ OJ 

~ PI - ...... 
"'OJ + - - E(p .) = 

2m 1 

(16) 

with obvious meaning of the symbols, it follows immedia
tely : 

2m 

1i.q, p. 
1 

+ (17) 

--> . 
Neglecting the average potential energy E(p) felt by 

a particle inside and outs ide the nuclear structure one gets 
the well known bounds on the excitation energy for a Fermi 
gas: 

(x) - The distinction among the multipolarities of the various vibrations in finite nuclei is intim!, 
tely connected with the shell structure which of courSe is washed out in the limit of infinite 
size. 
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w 
"T1q2 + "T1q:kF 
2m m 

(18) 

From (18) it is Seen that the energy width of the qu~si - elastic peak is a direct measure of the 
Fermi momentum kF' 

As previously mentioned, the system r esponds to a fixed energy transfer ill over a co!!. 
stant (= 2kF ) interval of momenta : 

k I 2 2m w + k + ---
F F·1', 

(1 9) 

The region in the (cv,q) plane allowed fo r the electron scattering off a gas of protons is the da~ 
hed one in Fig. 10. - ... This holds as long as we can negl ect E(p) 

and the correlations among the protons. but those 
imposed by the Pauli principle. 

In Born approximation the double differe!2 
tial cross section (with respect to the final energy 
of th~ electron, E. and to the scattering angle) 
,.,.(11 ). 

o • 

v ... 
- ImJ1(q, '") (20) 
~ 

It is expres~e..d in terms of the polarization func
tion fl(et w )~x J and the usual definition of the Matt 
cross section holds , namely : 

a 
Matt 

(v is the volume enclosing the syste m). 

(21 ) 

FIG. 10 - T he response region in the (w, q) 
plane of a free Fernu gas. 

(x) - An equivalent, more familiar, expression for the inela stic double differential c ross section is: 

j I d
2
a 

d(ll w) - --- ---
over "Matt dQdE 
resonance 

where 

f 
."~ 

...,. .-, l q·X A ; 
F (q)= Q (-q)= e <'P IQ( x)1 no no n 

is the inelastic form factor and the Charge operator is so defined: 

A -,> 
g (x) 

A 
= _ i e. ~ (,T - ;[.) 

i = 1 1 . " u .. , ..L 

(21' ) 

(21" ) 

(21'" ) 
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The polarization function Hartt OJ) for a perfect Fermi gas 
11) i5(12): 

(graphically illustrated in Fig. 

2 
mk

F 

if 

rok 2 

lmrf'(,l, 01) = 
F 1 

--2-
4nq 11 

if q < 2k 

and 
2 

m ---
3 

11 4ng 
201 

lI'(q.w) 

and 

G -
2 

m 

11
2

k 
2 

F 

F 
and 

and 

2 
~ 
2m 

(:£_~)2J 
q 2m 

ilq2 . tlkFq 
._+-- ~ 
2m m 

m 

w~ 

i1k
F

q 
--- -

2 
1\q 
2m 

m 
-!'q 

2 

2m 

FIG. 11 - The zeroth-order polarization function, 

In Fig. 12 SOllle of the cross sections are plotted as a function of (L1 at fixed q. 

FIG. 12 - Double differential 
cross section, in Born appro
ximation (up to a factor), of 
electrons Qut of a free Fermi 
gas; two typic al situations are 
illustrated, corresponding to 
small and large momentum 
transfers, 

[m 17"(qwl I ImII'(q.rul 

(22a) 

(22b) 

(22c) 

To go beyond the free Fermi gas the correlations among nucleons should be taken into as:.. 
count. This is difficult to achieve in general and the best one can do is to USe perturbation theory 
in order to calculate rr{q, W ). 

For short range correlations induced by an hard-core potential of radius a (*- D.4 fm) an 
attempt has been made by Czyz and Gottfried(I3). The contributions to the polarization function 
taken into account by these authors are those illustrated in Fig. 13. Note that the dashed lines 
stand for the G-matrix, which is the solution of the Bethe-Goldstone equation(14) : 
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o~X rc;; o---rt=~ 
x ~x ~x 

(a) {a) (n) 

F IG. 13 - Highe r order graphs in 
t he p er turbation expansion of t he 
polari zation function taken into ac 
count in ref. (13). -

(b) 
Cc) 

G=v+v..s£G . 
e 

Q is the Pauli operator and e is the energy denominator , Di agrammatically : 

}- - - - \ = ) .< + + 

where dotted lines stand for v, the infinit e hard -core potential of radius a. 

(23) 

(2 3 ' ) 

The diagram (a) is the contribution to n (q, w) a r ising f rOln the inser tion of seU-energy part, 
(b) rep resents the inter action between the partic le and the hole of the elementar y excitation, while 
(c) is the Born approximation to t he colli sion integral in a quantum mec hanical Boltzmann equation, 
According to the C zyz and Gottfried calculation, the contribution of this diagram is most in1portant. 

It is found that for a given q the short range correlations induced by the hard -core push the 
cross sect ion to highe r e nergies (see F ig. 14), T he experimental results seenl indeed to indicate a 

FIG. 14 - Double differenti. a1 cross 
section, in Born approximation (up 
to a factorL of electron s out of a 
hard-sphere Fermi gas (kFa = 0.21T). 
The dashed lines correspond to t he 
free Fermi gas (13) . 
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shift in the maximum of the quasi-elastic peak cross section toward higher energies (see Fig. 15). 
Note however that the predictions of the Fermi 
gas model concerning the sZ'nunetry of the qua 
si-elastic peak around 1'12q 12m, when q> 2k;, 
Seem to be fulfilled (for large w the me sonic 
degrees of freedom, of course, come into play)x). 

An expl anation of the larger energies at 
the maximum of the cross section for the qua
si-elastic peak can also be offered in t erms of 
a velocity-dependent average field felt by the 
particle. 

The theory of nuclear matter gives a re 
liable estimate of E(q), namely, in the frame=
work of the reference spectrum method(15): 

2 2 
1!...9- - A 
2m:!: 

E(q) - aq + b 

2 2 

if q ~ 2k 
F 

for 2k
F

", q'" 3 fm- 1 (24 ) 

12 

10 

S 

13 

4 

o 

~ 
dadE 

60 120 ISO 

Pb(o,o') 
Et500MoV 
91-~a·eO 

hW(M.V) 

240 

FIG. 15 - Inel astic electron scattering on 
208Pb; the solid curve is the quasi elastic 
scattering out a free Ferm i gas with kF = 
= 1.34 fm - I. The expe rimental points agree 
with such a theory but for a shift in the ma
ximum of about 40 MeV (taken f"om ref. ('18)). 

"!!....9..... 
2m 

if - 1 q ~ 3 f In (mX = 0.6 m; A = 100 MeV). 

The respor.se of the system in the (w , q) plane when an average field is present has been 
recelltly investi gated by two of Lls(16 ). It is found that the veloc ity dependent field shifts the cross 
sections toward higher energi es, re duces the m, but leaves unchanged the sum rule defined below . 

Whether si"ort range correlations brought about by a hard -core will still be necessary in 
order to bring agreement with experiment remains a question to be explored. 

We wish now to discuss the so called sum - rule i. e. the integr al of the cross section over 
the excitation energy up to the mesonic threshold. 

If the elastic contribution is excluded and the ind ependence on the excitation energy of the 
0Mott is taken into account, one gets : 

(]) 

S(q) = ~ .I 11dw 

WI 

that is, using closure: 

1 S(q) = -
Z 

00 ' 

J 

1 ~ 
0Mott dQ dE 

(25) 

1 

{x} - In the Fermi gas model the maximum of the cross section for fixed q and variable OJ occurs 
actually for OJ =1iq2/2m if q"" kF' but ti,e symmetry of the cross section a round w = <fiq2/ 2m 
is preserved only if q ~ 2kF . When q < kF the locus of the maxima of the cross section is 

w 
1iq2 

2m 
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(26) 

(27) 

where use has been made of the definition of the charge operator p(i~) (formula (21 "')) and 

A 
r--'> 1 < I .. .". .... ~I ) p \X,y) = Z(Z 1) 1Jl 1: e.e . ~(x-x.)~(y- x. ) 1Jl , 

pp - 0 . " . 1 J 1 J a 
leJ 

(28) 

is the spatial proton-proton correlation function, normalized to unity; 001 is th e energy of the 
first excited state, 

The (27) is the famous q-fixed sum rule for Coulomb interaction. For q = 0 8(<1) vanishes 
and for large q it becomes equal to 1, i. e, the value corresponding to the incoherenl scattering 
of the e lectron from the Z point protons of the target. 

Remember that the elastic cross section. i~e. the c ohe r ent scattering of the e l ec tron from 
the Z protons of the target, is proportional to Z . 

Care should be taken in using closure: in fact since w < cq for slnail momentum transfer 
a large fraction of the nuclear s pec trum is excluded, so the cornpletness relation 

(29) 

cannot be used. 

On the other hand 1100 cannot exceed ffi
1T

C
2, even if formally th e integration is perfonned up 

to infinity, otherwise thE! mesonic degrees of freedom come into play and they are not present in 
the wavefunctions (29). 

In spite of these r e strictions Mac Vay and Van Hove(l?) in a remarkable pape r, whose 
Inain re sults are reported in Fig. 16, made a eareful investigation on the role of the short range 
correl ations in the q-fixe d sum rule . The c onclusion is that the correlations impos ed by the Pa~ 
1i principle are by far the most important r educ ing the cros s section by about 30%. 

1.0 ._ 
.-" ,.,/ 

/' 
0.5 ./ 

/ 
./ 

o lD 

q(fnf') 

20 

FIG. 16 - Calculation of the constant-q sum 
r ul e S(q) in 160 . Only Coulomb interaction 
is taken into account . Cc corresponds to the 
classical perfect F e rmi gas (no anti symm e 
trization) ; CS M is the same but with the Pa~ 
Ii principle; CEES includes the correlations 
induced by a hard-core of r adius 0.4 fm. 
(Tak en f,rom ref. (17)). 

(i:) - Note that here the el astic form factor is normalized to unity (F 0 0 (0) = 1). 

. " . 
tJ tJ '-" 
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The dynamical ones, beside of being model dependent, have little effect, If they are brought 
about by an infinite hard-core of radius NO.4 fm they reduce S(q) of no more than 5%. 

A significant theoretical challenge is to understand if the Mac Vay and Van Hove results are 
compatible with the ones of Czyz and Gottfried. The quoted calculation of Alberico et al. (16) sup
ports, in RPA i. e. with the following polarization function: 

rt(~,W) .f- ••. , 

and a soft core repulsive potential, the Mac Vay and Van Hove results in infinite nuclear matter. 

This outcome of course is unfortunate since what we aim at in nuclear physics are "corre
l ations ", From this view point perhaps real photons are better suited as 'lie shall see in the follo~ 
ing. 

It may be worthwhile finally to recall the sum rule for a free Fermi gas: 

S(q) { (30) 

for q < 2kF 

1 for q> 2kF . 

We wish now to shortly consider the "reaction products" of the quasi-elastic peak; so we 
shall deal with lIexclusive" reactions of the type (e~ e 'pL a nearly unique tool for establishing the 
shell structure of nuclei, 

The usual theoretical analysis of these processes is m ade in the plane wave inlpulse ap
proximation (PWIA) which factorizes the cross section as follows(18): 

6 d a 
(31) 

g being a.kinematical coefficient, 0 (PeIP~~ Pf) the free electron-proton differential cross se.£. 
tion (p and pi are the initial and finalPelectron momenta~ Pf is the final proton mOllE ntum) and 
S(Pi' Q)€ the IIs~e ctral function II representing the probability of finding a proton bound in the nucleus 
with a separation (or removal) energy Q and a momentum Pi' 

In the frame of the "impulse appruximation II there is an interesting relation between the 
spectral function S(Pi' Q) and the total binding energy EZ of the protons in the target (the so cal
led "Koltun sum rule"(19)) : 

; .I+codQ/dK(~~ -> 
- Q) S(K, Q) , (32) 

-co 
which holds irrespective of the structure of the nuclear wavefunction, if only two-body forces are 
effective. A relation analogous to (32) can be derived for neutrons, 
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For pure shell model 

S(j'j, Q) 'l 'jJ ·(p, )1 2
r1(Q_ 1" .) , 

nI] 1 nl] 
(33 ) 

~ 

where V)nl'(Pi' is the Fourier transform of a single particle wave func tion with eigenvn.lue ~nlj ' 
Therefore the an1:,1ular distribution of the protons outgoing from a definite mi ssing ene r r,y peak 
pe1'n11t5 in principle to distinguish between s ingle particle states with an gular momentum 1 = 0 
(since I "IlO j (0 )1 2 f 0) and 1 f 0 (being 1'/1 nlj(O)l2 = OJ. 

Clearly corrections arc necessary to the sinlple picture of a particle knocked out of a po
tential in which it is bound in a well defined single particle state . Apart fro m t he Jnultiple scatt~ 
ring of the incoming ilnd outgoing par ticles which is il large correction to t h e concept of quasi 
-free scatterin g and significantly reduces the cross sC'ctions J the extreme single particle 1110del 
of the nucleus Is inadequate for a proper description of t he highly excited 111101e stat e s ll i n which 
the re s idual nlc]cus is cventually left and to account for the higher InOlncntUIn compon e rts i n the 
nuclear wuvcfunction. 

Fu r thennorc, while to identify the missing energy EM with t he proton separ ation energy 
Q s('cms quite just ifie d, thc identification of the removal energy Q(.x) with the ~31nr~1(' particle 
e nergies <!nlj require~ nHlch c<1re(20 ). 

This eq1d '~" lcncc is assured oyJ(oopnlan ' s theorem which holds uncleI' the condition that the 
orbitals of thc· single particles cia not change during the time o[ removal. 

Such is the situation in a plll'e Jfar trec-Fock theory, wh ic h gives for the binding energy pe r 
particle : 

8 
A 

A * 2<iI T+~uli> 
i=1 .... 

U being the self-consistent onc-body potential and T the ldnetic ener gy, 

Incidentally for :1n harmonic oscillator potential i t follows(21) fr01TI (~~·U; 

8 
A 

1 
2A 

(a is a constant) 

(34) 

(35 ) 

where the llnl< anlong binding energy I single par ticle energies and s i ze of the syst em is well ex 
hibited(o) 

bl Table II are reported thC' results [01' 160 and 40Ca of <J plnin Ilartree - li'ock c alc ulation 
based all the non -local, separablc 1 soft - core Tabakin potential. Also reported are thc second or 
der pcrturbativc corrections . The two well known shortconlings of thc Ilartree - Fock theory are 

(x) - We indicate with Q thc separation energy of a nucleon, i. e. the energy required to ext ract the 
nucleon fro m the nucleus, leaving it outside the well with zero kinetic energy . " . Thinki ng to the reaction £(a, ab) C where particle I 'a k nocl(s out a nucleon "b't from the nucleus 
B leaving the nucleus C , in genel'al, in an excited state , a peak i n the spectrum of the number of 
the (a + b) coincidences as a function of the missing ene r gy 

E =E -E-T 
iVJ 0 

indicates the existence of a bound state of the nucleon B with separation energy: '" = EM 
Eo is the initial energy of the projectile a, while E and T are the final energies of a and b . 
The excitation energy of the final nucleus C (hole-state) is E* = " - Go 
0 0 being the separat ion ener gy when the nucleus C is left in the ground state . 

(0) - Formula (35) is commonly referred to as the Weisskopf rule. 



apparent namely: 

a) too little binding energy per nucleon; 
b) too small radius of the system. 

Nucleus 

FirstHorder energy 

Second-order 
potential energy 

Total B. E./A 

Exper. B.E./A 

rms radius (th.) 

rms radius (ex. ) 

Removal energies 

as 

OP3/2 

OPl/2 

Od 5/ 2 

Od 3/ 2 

tho 

43 

23. 

11. 6 

160 

-2.41 

-4.3 

-6.71 

-7.98 

2 . 38 

2.61 
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TABLE II 

expo 

40 + 8 

21. 8 

15.7 

tho 

66 

28 

23 

7.7 

40Ca 

- 3.74 

-7.2 

-10.94 

-8.55 

2 . 96 

3.40 

expo 

50 + II 

34 + 6 

22.8 

15 . 8 

Caption: pure Hartree - Fock calculations with the Tabakin potential (performed by Kerman 
et al. ( 22 )). 
Nucleons orbitals (single particle energies) are calculated iri first order perturbation theory while the 
rms radii contain also the second order corrections. Radii are in fm, energies in MeV. 

On the contrary the Hartree-Fock eigenvalues c5 nlj appear to be in reasonable agreenlent 
with the experimental removal energies. The second order contribution improves the binding 
energy per particle, but has little effect on the size of the s~'5tem: more seriously it destroys 
the fair agreement of the G nlj with the experiment. From here the need to go beyond Hartree
-Fock. 

As it is !Veil known, the next step after Hartree-Fock is the 50 called Brueckner-Hartree
Fock theory(23J, where one attempts to take into account the short range correlations brought 
about by the infinite hard-core repulsive potential replacing v with the G-matrix, solution of the 
Bethe-Goldstone equation (23). 

In Brueckner-Hartree-Fock theory the analogous of (34) for the binding energy per particle 
is: 

(36) 

Without entering into the elaborate mathematical and computational details of this theorYI we sim 
ply note that a satisfactory situation is not yet reached, at least for the binding energies, which 
are still too small. This is apparent from Tab;.e rll. 

It is important to realize that in the B. H. F. theory Koopman's theorem is no longer valid 
since the orbits of the other particles rearrange themselves when a proton is knocked out of the 
nucleus. 
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TABLE III 

Hesults of B. II. F. theory fo r ] 60 ancl 4 0Ca. 

Nucl eus P otential B. E. /A rms Hcmova] EriCl'girs 
used I~a dills Os 01'3/2 01' 1/ 2 

I G
O 1-]] (24) 2. 8 3 . 06 2B.5 ] 3. 6 13. 6 

16
0 H H( 24) 3. 4 2.9 1 32. 1 15. 5 15 . 5 

4OC a 11 .1 (24) ? -".J 3. 87 

40Ca 111/24 ) 3. 4 3. Gil 

]6 a JJ.I( 25 ) 2. 17 :3 . on 35 25.6 24.2 

16 0 J-I.) ( 26) 3 . 8 2 . 4R 44 20. 3 15.9 

Exp(ror J fi O ) 7. DR 2. G5 43+5 21 .8 15. 7 

Ex p(fo r 4 0Ca ) B. :).5 3.45 

IIJ = Hamada-.Johnstoll; HH = Bejel hal'd COI'C . Energies are in i\ ]e V, radii in fm. 

A real stet forward in understanuill g I'crnoval energies in finite nuc lei is represented by 
Negcle's theory 5), Using Reid soft-core potential as a starting point for calcul ating the G-ma
trix in the local density ~rproxim alion (LDAL Negele COInes lip with a local~ density-dependent, 
effective interaction with th r ee additional paranlctcrs adjusted to fit t he following properties of 
nu clear matter and finite nuclci : 

a) volume ene r gy; 
b) symlTIctry energy; 
c) the experimental radhls of 40Ca, 

This effective interaction is then used for a standard Hartrce -F'ock calculation (D. D . H. F . ). 
In such a theory the r clalionship betwecn the binding energy and llll:! s ingle particle energy is gi
ven by: 

(37 ) 

where vDl is the long- range ordinary force, whic h is always po s itive in order to get saturat ion. 
Consequently the last term of (37) is negative so that the nucleus is more strongly bound than the 
single particle energies indicate. The experimental single particle ene r gies , the bindin g energy 
and the size of the systelll are well accounted for by Ncgele I S theory : this is illustrated in Tabl e IV . 

\Ve emphasize that thc most criticrtl element in order to get such good results appears to be 
the density dependence of t he interaction, 

Not e also that fo r lnally Koopmllil's theorem still holds in Negele 's theory; in fact the inter 
action between t he r emaining nucleons is changed indeed by the rcmoval of a proton because the 
density is r educe d, but this change is already included in Negel e 's E i , 

In conclusion we hope to have given a feeling of the amount of new ideas and theoretical in 
vestigations prompted by the (e , ctp) e xperim ents : the counterpart in nuclear physics of t he Franck 
and Hertz measurements in atOlnic physics , 

. ,," 
v.Jv 
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TABLE IV 

Results of Negele' s D D H. F theory. 

Nucleus 160 

Theor. binding energy 7. 5 S 
Exper. binding energy 
Proton rms radius (theoretical) 
Proton rms radius (experimental) 

Proton removal energies 

7. 98 
2. 71 
2.64 

Os 

40Ca 

7.99 
B.55 
3. 41 
3.43 

Op Od Is 

(experimental) .......... , .. . , .. 53+11 37+6 16.2 15 .7 

- €i Negele 's eigenvalue. , , . , . , . , . 47 30 15.2 II. 9 

Energies are in MeV, radii in fm . 

3, - PHOTONUCLEAR REACTIONS, -

Real photons are" in principle , a very powerful tool to study nuclear structure. Unfortuna
tely, it is difficult to obtain good quality photon beams, and this fact has in the past strongly bia~ 
sed the experimental work, preventing the full exploitation of this probe. 

Therefore ~ in spite of some thousands papers published in the field(27), a lot of work re
mains to be clone on photonuclear re actions, Hecent technical improvements have set the instru
mental possibilities on a satisfactory, if not Jet ideal , level: we therefor e look forward to a new 
generation of exciting photonuclear experiments , whose vanguard came recently to light(x), 

We b elieve that in the future great effort will be paid to a more systematic study of the de
cay products of the giant dipole states , For example the degree of polarization of tre photoparti
cles which brings infonnations on the strength of the spin-orbit coupling inside nuclear s t ructure 
is worth of analysis. 

Al so the energy distributions of the photoparticles will be explored more carefully since 
they arc a sensitive test of the nuclear level density ~ (El. To unders tand the departures of ~ (E) 
fro111 the one obtained with purely statistical methods means to have a deeper insight of the corr.£. 
lations among nucleons in the nuclear struc ture, 

But in particular we think to the angE. 
l ar distribution of the photonucle911S, It has / 
been pointed out in the literatllre~33) the in,! 
partance, for this kind of reaction, of the 
semiclirect process, namely the one going 
through a "doorway " state (see Fig. 17b) 
with r e spect to the direct one , illustrated 
in Fig, 17a, in determinin g both the abso
lute magnitude of the photonuclear cross 
secti on and the shape of the angular distri 
bution, Since the semidirect process is t;y 
pic ally charge-independent, it tends to In~ 
ke similar the angular d::'stribution of pro
tons and neutrons, 

ca) Cb) 
\ 

FIG, 17 - A nucleon is emitted by a nucleus by a 
a direct photo absorption (a) and by the decay of a 
collective state (b). 

(x) - We are thinking particularly at the Saclay(28), 
and Mainz(32) impressive results, 

. (29) (30) (31) 
LIvermore , Glasgow I M, I, T, I 

I· 0 '1 .. v 
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Moreover since the collective states of the nuclear SystClTI are associated with quadr upole 
as well as dipole degrees of fre edom , the angular distribution of the photoparticles will be asYJ.!! 
Inetric around 90° . 

A recent calculation(34) has shown indeed that lhe differential cross section for the process 
(1', p) and (y, n) peaks forward. at least in S0l11e energy range. This question, in Qllr opinion~ de 
serves a luare systematic and careful investigation expecially on the expe rilnental side , also be 
cause it will shed light on the role of multipolcs highe r than the dipol e in the photoprocesses. 

To extract the angular distribution coefficients and to perform the quantitati ve analys is of 
inter ferring lTIultipolcs, a higher s~nsitivity can be achieved by using a polarized photon beam ; 
a facility which gives ahnost completely polarized and quasi -monochrOll1atic photons is under co~ 
strucHon at the Fr:J.scati Laboratol'y(35). With slIch a bcarn, it will be possible to assign unam
bigously the nwllipolarity (El or E2) to the coherent scattering and. in E 1 approxiluation. n uclear 
coherent and incoherent scattering will be c~si1y sep~rated. 

By the inverse photonuclcar reactions , and with polarized protons, amplitudes and relative 
phases of the reaction luatrix clements can be measured(3G) . inlpl~oving t he understandi ng of t he 
configurations in a Giant Dipole Resonance (G. D. R.). 

As a last example of future work in the low energy l'egion (20 - 3 0 l\,1eV) we: m~nLion the i50 -
spin splitting of the G. D . H. • .Expccially in light nuc l ei, this is an almost open field of research, 
interesting pCI' Se spec troscopically and also for other reasons; according to Leonardi (3 7), for 
instance , a nleaSUI'ement of tile neutron radiu s can be achieved through the isospin sum r ules. 

Above the G . D . H. . • the incohcrent COlnpton scattering by bound protons beconles significant 
as the wavelength of the incident photon approaches the inicrnucleonic distance. In the ilnpulse aE 
proximation. the scattering amplitude is directly related to the lTIOlnentum distribution of the nu
cleons inside the nuclcuR. and therefore by this method thal very inlpol'to.nt quantHy can be mea
sured (as in (e , efp) experiments, but without worrying about radiative corrections and tails). 

Another way to investigate the lUOluentU111 distribution goes through the h , N ) experilnents , 
Nllclear photoionization looks in fact particularly :-:iuitable to probe high momentum components 
in the nuclear wavefl;nctio l1 . At intermediate f'lnergy (around say 100 MeV) a (1'. p) r eaction, fo r 
instance~ involves initial proton 11101nenta of 1. 5 - 2 . 5 flU-I , In the last years a nluuber of expe 
rilncnts have been carl'ied out on h'J N ) processes at intermediate energy, T he e r ror bars a r e 
now in some caSeS sufficiently shori to probe, at least in first <lpprox imation .. the t heory, 

A pure shell model description has proved definitely incapable of explaining the experime!! 
tal cross sections : the theoretical predictions arc at least a factor of ten too small and . in addi
tion, the observed forward asynunetry of the h'. n) angular distribution cannot be repr(lduced. 
This shortcolning is lTIOs t easily understood, as it has been pointed out in the literature a DUlnber 
oLti~8). considering that the momentum of a nucleon emitted in a photoprocess is about 
\' 2 lnc 2r1 cv / c, 1. e . much greater than the m0111f>ntUl11 11 w / c the photon br ings in. and the c onven 
tional shell lnodel cannot provide single particle wavefunctions with large momentum. 

The "ad hoc II introduction (for instance with the Jastrow ls method ) of short range n uc le on
-nucleon correlations to repair the deficiency of high momcntUln con1ponents in the pure shell m.2, 
del wavcfunction, has been successful to fit the experilnents in t he lowe r energy range (39 ), but 
Jnstrow correlat}.,ons with reasonable short range behaviour seem to be inadequate at energies as 
high as 100 MeV(4 0) 

In a more recent luodel calculation some photonuclear processes have been analyze d takin g 
into account shell model transitions. nucleon-nucleon correlations in the initial and final s t ates 
and contributions ariSing from the direct coupling of the electrOlnagnctic field to the meSons ex 
changd between a n-p pair(41) . A diagrammatical description of the exchange cont ribution is given 
in Fig. 18. 

The agreement obtained with existing experiments on 4He , 12C and 160 nuclei is satisfa~ 
torily good and shows the importance of the exchange contributions (i , e. of the absorption of the 
photon by a correlated n - p pair) at photon energies above 80 MeV , 
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p n p n p n 

" -- "'-
exchange = + + .•.• T- FIG. 18 - A correlated p-n pai r 

absorbs a photon through the ex-
change current carried by a " 

n p n p n p meson, 

This brings us back to the assumptions of the old quasi-deuteron model by Levinger(42). and 
clarifi es with the Inicroscopic description of tile physical process what was a phenomenological uE, 
proach to the photoeffect at intcnuediate energ)'. 

As a final point of this survey we like to touch upon two topics which are still very much 
open, namely: 

a) how much of lnultipoles higher than the dipole the nuclear system can absorh ; 
b) what happens to the photoeffect above the mesonic threshold, 

Of valuable guidance in this kind of problems are the photo absorption sum rules, the oldest 
and more celebrated among then1 being the Levingcr and Bethe(43) electric dipole one: 

(3n) 

2 2 
2" a('Ik) NZ (I +") 

Inc2 A 
60 r:z (I +1\.) mb x MeV 

a being the e lectrom agnetic coupling constant and D the dipole operator (the other symbols are 
obvious). In the integral the upper limit is not specified, but logically should be set by t he meson 
lnnss filn (~140 MeV). 

It nlay be worthwhile to recall that the derivation of (38) requires: 

a) kR -«I; 
b) the Siegert theorem to hold. 

The ~t, tenn, which physically represents t h e contribution of the meSon exchange curr ents (or rna 
thclnatically the contribution of the nuclear forces non double -comuluting with the dipole operator) 
was generally estilnated to be D. 4(44 ) , Furthermore it was commonly accepted that the nuclear 
dipole absorption was concentrated below, say. 30 MeV . 

The recent total photoabsorption measurements on nuclei up to 40Ca, of the IVIain z group(3 2), 
for energies up to the mcsonic threshold yielded for k values between 0. 4 and I, I , depending on 
the nucleus, In the frame of the Bethe L evinge r sum rule attempts have been Inade in order to ex
plain such a large value of K. 

It turns out that tensor correlations are of paramount importance(45), while short range cor 
relations as those induced by the hard-core are not . This calculations a r e difficult to perform and 
are necessarily affected by large uncertainties, Therefore we thiJ:lli: it lnore useful to investigate 
before hand if the experimental data are to be compared at all wit~;\~lectric dipole sum rule . 

To this purpose the celebrated Gell-lVIanr .• Goldberger and Thirring dispersion sum rule(46) 

2 
Q) 

/ ITII'rra (E)dE 2" a 2 NZ ./ (39 ) = the) + }; (E)dE • 
. -yA Inc 2 A 

0 m 
" 

10 .~ .~ 
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which is derived under the only h;ypothesis of causality, includes all multipoles , does not require 
kR <-( 1 and also avoid the use of Siegert 's theorem, is of great value. Note that in ( 3D) the upper 
limit of integr ation is explicitly indicated. and 

).;(E) = Z o (E) + N o (E) - a A(E) , 
, 'P ,'n l' 

(4 0) 

where (1 'YP and o")'I1 are the photo absorption cross sections on a proton and a neutron, respectively. 

Unfortunatel y , to hold good relation ( 3 9) require s : 

Ibn [! 1'A (E) - AF 1'N(EU 
E-oo 

= 0 J 

where F'l'A(E) and F N(E) arc t he forward scattering amplitudes of a photon out of the nucleus 
and of the nucleon rei'pectively . 

Some time ago this was thought to be true and the integral in the r , h , S, of (:39) was estim..§!:. 
ted j on the basis of the existing high energy data. to be a correction of about 40%. Such a result. 
by comparison with t he Bethe Levinger sum rule, was interpreted as a strong indic ation that the 
nucleus, like the a tom, essentially abso rb\electric dipole radiation only, 

However the lI vector meson dOlninance u i. e , the appearance of the hadronic cOluponents of 
the photon at energies larger than about 5 GeV has demonstrated that aSSU111ption (41) is wrong , 
The photonucleus scattering between 5 and 20 GeV can essentially be vie wed as a vector l11e50n 

(in particular rho meson ) scattering following a photon -vector meson transition. 

\Veise(47) argues then that since t he basic fe ature of the hadron nucleus s cattering at high 
ene rgie s i s a " s hadowing effect rr (the ha(lJ~on h ejng pssentially scattered by t he surface ) one can 
conjecture 

(42). 

Existing data suggest: 

A (E) '" A O. 9 
eff I 

(43 ) 

in the range 5 GcV _~ E ~ 20 GeV, which clearly shows why (4 1) does not hold, 

Without trying to describe the several nlet hods currently attempted to r€me dy the deficien 
cies of the Gell-Mann, Goldberger and Thirring sum rule (we refer to the nic e paper of \Veise(41) 
for this purpose), we like to sh~ess how this theme of research emphasizes the intimate connec 
tion between low-energy and high - energy phenomena. The integral rela tion - ship (39 ) between th£ 
se two dOlnains still keeps surprises in the de'relopmcnt of both nuclear and particle physics . 
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